Introduction
An n-dimensional (n>2)
Riemannian space is said to be According to Chaki and Gupta [3] , an n-dimensional (n>3) Riemannian space is said to be conformally symmetric, if its W'eyl conformal tensor (2) C kjih = R k3ih " ^ G kh E di " G ki R jh + G ji R kh -G jh R ki ) + . + (n-l)(n-2) (G kh G ji~Gki G jh } ' where G..^ denotes the components of the fundamental tensor of the space, satisfies 'It follows easily from (2) and (3) that every conformally flat n-space (n>3) as well as every Cartan symmetric n-space (n> 3) is necessarily conformally symmetric. The inverse implication fails in general [7] * Conformally symmetric spaces have been considered by many authors [l] , [5] » [7] » If the Weyl conformai tensor of a space is non-zero and satisfies a relation of the form
where is a non-zero vector then the space is called conformally recurrent [2] . It is easy to verify that eveiy recurrent n-space (n>3) is necessarily conformally recurrent with the same vector of recurrence.
By a CR n -space we shall mean a Riemannian n-space (n>3) whose Weyl conformai tensor satisfies the equality G di
where £_ is the indicator of the vector NJ" . It is easy to verify that The present paper is concerned with some generalizations of the above mentioned theorems.
Preliminary
If for H^1 defined by (7) Proof. Prom (4) and (2) it follows that 
